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Introduction

Site Description

Description of Proposal

Richard Wright - direct dial 01329 824758

This agenda item relates to a planning enforcement investigation carried out following a
report of a hairdressing salon operating from the premises without planning permission.

After investigating the circumstances Officers established that there has been a breach of
planning control (details of the investigation and breach found are set out in the below
report).  In accordance with the Council's normal procedure Officers prepared an
Expediency Report which recommended that it would not be expedient to take formal
enforcement action in this instance.  At the request of the ward member Councillor
Swanbrow the matter was brought before the Planning Committee on 24th February this
year.  At the meeting the homeowner Mrs Hatton made a deputation and indicated she
would make a planning application to seek retrospective permission for the garage
conversion and mixed use of the property.  Members of the committee agreed to allow Mrs
Hatton three weeks in which to do so and it was resolved to defer consideration of the
matter.  However, since no planning application has been received the item is once again
brought before Members of the committee.

The site is a detached three bedroom dwelling located within the defined urban area of
Whiteley.  

The property has an attached single garage to one side which, it is understood, was
converted several years ago to form a habitable room.  In front of the garage is a hard
surfaced driveway large enough for one vehicle to park.

Following a report that a hairdressing salon was operating from the premises Officers visited
the property.

A planning officer met with the resident Mrs Helena Hatton who confirmed that she had
resided at the property for a number of years with her husband Mark and two children.  She
advised that for a number of years that she had been a mobile hairdresser.  Part of the
garage at the property has recently been fitted out as a hairdressing salon.  This area had
previously been used as office space and, along with the rear half of the garage which
continues to be used as a store room accessed from within the house, was subject of a
garage conversion some years earlier.

The salon is equipped with a hairdressers chair, a sink with running water, an additional
chair for the sink, couch and various hairdressing instruments.  Mrs Hatton informed the
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Policies

Relevant Planning History

planning officer during the visit that she still works as a mobile hairdresser but also uses the
salon to cut around 6 paying customers hair per week whilst she practices on a further 6
neighbours and friends (non-paying) per week.

Following the site visit Officers examined the property's planning history.  Permission was
originally granted in 1988 for a number of houses in the area of which this was one
(reference FBC.7437/13).  Condition 17 of that permission reads as follows:

The development thereby permitted shall not be brought into use until areas for the parking,
loading, and unloading of vehicles in accordance with a scheme to be agreed by the Local
Planning Authority shall have been provided and the areas shall be hard surfaced, marked
out and subsequently retained and kept available at all times for the purposes to the
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason - In the interest of highway safety 

Officers subsequently advised Mrs Hatton that the conversion of the garage without further
planning permission being granted was a breach of this condition.

Following the Planning Committee meeting held on 24th February this year, Mrs Hatton has
provided Officers with photographs indicating that the garage conversion took place more
than ten years ago.  On that basis Officers are of the view that this particular breach of
condition would now be immune from planning enforcement action.

Whether the use of the former garage for a hairdressing business needs planning
permission or not is however a separate issue to the physical conversion of the garage in
breach of a planning condition. Based on the information available at this time, Officers
consider that there has been a material change of use of the property requiring planning
permission.  Officers have on several occasions invited Mrs Hatton to make a planning
application for a "Change of use from dwelling (Use Class C3) to mixed use comprising
continued use of original garage as hairdressing salon and continued residential use of the
rest of the house (Sui Generis)".  To date no application has been received.

On the understanding that the mixed use first occurred less than ten years ago the Council
is able to take formal enforcement action in relation to this breach.  The below planning
assessment considers the relevant issues concerning the unauthorised change of use of
the land and whether it would be expedient for the local planning authority to take formal
enforcement action.

The following policies apply to this application:

Approved Fareham Borough Core Strategy

Approved SPG/SPD

Development Sites and Policies

CS5 - Transport Strategy and Infrastructure
CS17 - High Quality Design

RCCPS - Residential Car and Cycle Parking Standards Supplementary Planning Document,

DSP2 - Environmental Impact



Planning Considerations - Key Issues

Recommendation

The following planning history is relevant:

The information Officers have obtained concerning the use of the former garage as a
hairdressing salon indicates that the scale and nature of the use is relatively low key at
present.

The number of customers Mrs Hatton is believed to have visiting the property each week is
low and since it is only her involved in providing the service there is only limited potential for
more than one customer to be present at any one time.  The location of the salon means
that customers are unlikely to visit without an appointment having already been made.  In
these respects the use is very different to a high street barber shop where 'drop in' trade
would be expected.

The number of customers travelling to the site by car is unclear and unknown to Officers.
However, given the location of the property within a residential area there may well be a
number that travel to the site on foot or cycle as opposed to drive.  

Taking the above into account Officers do not consider the hairdressing salon at its current
scale generates a significant number of vehicle movements on a frequent basis to and from
the site.  Officers have not received any complaints from residents and there is no evidence
to suggest that this small number of customer cars is creating problems in relation to the
availability of street parking and the safe operation of the highway.  

The hairdressing use is not considered to have any adverse impact on the living conditions
of neighbours through increased noise or disturbance.  Neighbours have not reported any
nuisance being caused by the hairdressing use to Officers. 

Based on the current level at which the hairdressing use appears to be operating, Officers
do not consider it would be expedient to take enforcement action to require its cessation.
The use complies with the requirements of Policies CS5, CS17 & DSP2 of the local plan.  

Notwithstanding, if the number and/or frequency of customers visiting the site should
increase in the future and it be demonstrated that issues were arising concerning parking
space, highway safety or residential amenity, the Council could reassess the situation at
any given time and reconsider the expediency of taking enforcement action.

Based on the above assessment, the policies of the adopted development plan and other
relevant material considerations, including advice contained within the NPPF (para 207) and
PPG, Officers do not consider it expedient to instigate enforcement action in respect of the
use of the former garage as a hairdressing salon.

FBC.7437/13
PERMISSION 17/08/1988




